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SRTC Perspective
D. A. Coutts I

Senior Engineer

. The coolant in the Savannah River Site (SRS) production nuclear reactor assemblies is
circulated as a subcooled liquid under normal operating conditions. This coolant is
evenly distributed throughout multiple annular flow channels with a uniform pressure
profile across each coolant flow channel. During the postulated Loss of Coolant
Accident (LOCA), which is initiated by a hypothetical guillotine pipe break, the coolant
flow though the reactor assemblies is significantly reduced. The flow reduction and
accompanying power reduction (after shutdown is initiated) occur in the first 1 to 2
seconds of the LOCA. This portion of the LOCA is referred to as the flow instability (FI)
phase (1).

The reactor assemblies are subject to a type of FI known as a Ledinegg flow excursion.
This type of instability is common in low pressure subcooled flow channels that exhibit a
demand curve with a negative sloped region and a relative maximum and minimum as
shown in Figure 1. The relative minimum is the result of the flow acceleration created
by the change in fluid density, and an increase in the frictional pressure loss created by
vapor nucleating on the heater surface and effectively increasing the flow channel
roughness. The postulated LOCA can initiate such a flow excursion.

Assembly power limits are calculated for LOCA conditions using the FLOWTRAN-FI
code. The code calculates a dimensionless ratio known as the Stanton number at each
axial position in the channel through the course of the transient. This Stanton number
was introduced by Saha and Zuber (2) to describe the onset of significant void (OSV) in
channels where subcooled nucleate boiling is present.

(1) St=
Gcp (Tsat - Tb)

where:

= local heat flux
G = mass velocity

"_'Psat= liquid specific heat= saturation temperature
Tb = bulk liquid temperature

The Stanton number will vary both with time and position in the assembly. The reactor
operating power is limited to preclude Stanton numbers in excess of 0.00455 during the
LOCA. This value is 70 percent of the 0.065 value proposed by Saha and Zuber (2).
This difference is a safety marginthat accounts for data and calculation uncertainties.

OSV and the Stanton number criterion are steady-state concepts. It is desirable to
know the uncertainties associated with their application to a transient process. The
Experimental Thermal-Hydraulics Group of the Nuclear Engineering Section contracted
SGB Associates of Evanston, IL to study the transient FI process. This work has been
completed. Table 1 presents a summaryof the reports produced during this study.
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ABSTRACT

The predictive models for the onset of significant void (OSV) in forced-convection subcooled

boiling are reviewed and compared with extensive data. Three anMytical models and seven em-

pirical correlations are considered in this review. These models and correlations are put onto a

common basis and are compared, again on a common basis, with • variety of data. The evaluation

of their range of validity and applicability under variousoperating conditions are discussed. The

results show that the correlations of Sah_-Zuber (1974) seems to be the best model to predict

OSV in vertical subcooled boiling flow.

KEYWORDS: ont ofFlowInstability, Onset of Significant Void, Forced-Convection

Subcooled Boiling, Analytical Models, Empirical, Comparison



I,INTRODUCTION

A Ledinegg instability may occur in a heated channel when two-phase pressure loss exceeds

the driving pressure difference between the channel inlet and outlet, This results in a sudden

reduction of the flowrate, thus giving rise to significant vapor generation inside the channel.

This, in turn, may cause channel wall overheat, leading to a dangerous burnout condition. This

instability is commonly characterized by a minimum in the pressure drop versus flow rate curve,

which is referred to as the onset of flow instability (OFf). Experimental evidence shows that the

onset of significant void (OSV) generallysignals OFI in a system with pressure-driven boundary

condition. (Johnston, 1988; Dougherty, et aJ., 1990) This is because the sudden decrease in mean

flow density results in an increased pressure gradient owing to the combined effects of friction

and acceleration. With pressure boundary conditions, rather than speci_ed inlet flowrates, this

can lead rapidly to flow instaoility, and consequent dryout and overheating.

. According to Collier (1981), OSV is a transition from partial boiling to fully-developed sub-

cooled boiling, where the heating surface is covered with bubbles. Prior to OSV vapor bubbles

cannot survive in the relatively cold core liquid. Prior to, and a_er, detachment of individual

bubbles from the heating surface, a bubble boundary layer builds up at the wall. Thus, OSV

may be regarded as the destsbilization of this bubble boundary layer, principally by shear forces

exerted by the core liquid.

The OSV phenomenon has attracted much attention since an early workof Bowring (1962). In

recent years, interest in the OSV phenomenon has grown in conjunction with the safety analysis

of nuclear reactors. In a particular reference less-of-flow accident in a pressurized-water reactor,

the flow through the chsaneis decreases rapidly, owing to the decrease in the preuure difference

across the channels resulting fromthe pipe break. The power also decreases, following the reactor

trip. There is thus a rare between the decreases in flowra_esad power which determines the

conditions within the channels, sad ultimately the temperature of the fuel elements. Normally,

the flow is all-liquid, but as the flow decreases, it is possible to have the onset of nucleate boiling

(ONB). This corresponds to the appearance of the first bubbles on the wails. Since the bulk
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of the liquid st the point of appearance is eubcooled, the bubbles tumslly do not immediately

" detach from the wall. As the flow decreases further, the point of ONB moves backwards along

the wall surface, resulting in a formation of a bubble boundary layer in the vicinity of the wall.

The appearance of the bubble boundary layer causes the pressure gradient to increase, owing

to the increased apparent roughness of the wall. At some point, owing to the detachment of

the individual bubbles or the instability of the bubble boundary layer, there is significant vapor

generation and mixing of bubbles with the core liquid. The onset of significant void precedes and

is very close to OFf. Much work has been carried out in order to improve the understanding of

the OSV phenomenon in connection with the nuclear s_ety analysis.

A number of investigators have attempted to derive the criteria for OSV in vertical, forced-

convection subcooled boiling flow. However, a purely theoretical approach is very difficult, and

most investigators have therefore set up simplified equations with extensive idealization and

employ some empirical correlations for flow and heat transfer paran_ters. In general, they show

that these analytical models agree well with their own experimental data or selected data in

their range of validity. A number of small scale experiments have been performed in order to

investigate OSV under various conditions and flow variables. These extensive experiments have

produced a number of useful empirical correlations which are of practical importance.

Despite these efforts, the initiation mechanism of significant vapor generation is not well-

understood as yet. Some discrepancies between models and the experimental data are found in

the literature sad significant scatter of data imalso revealed from one investigator to another. It

is the objective of this review to put these models onto a common basis and to compare them,

again on a eomnmn basis, with a variety of data. The evaluation of their range of validity and

applicability under various operating conditions will be also included in this paper.
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2.A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE OSV MODELS

A number of predictive models for the onset of signLqcant void (OSV) have been developed

over the past thirty years. A few models have been derived from theoretical analyses, although

some empirical _ijustments or parameters were needed to fit the data. Examples of this category

include the work of Levy (1967), Staub (1968), and Rogers, et al.(1987). Several empirical models

have also emerged. In these models the OSV data have been correlated into simple equations,

which include geometrical dimensions, fluid properties, and flow parameters, such as the mass

velocity and the beat flux. The work of Bowring (1962), Saha and Zuber (1974), and Unal (1975)

is notable among these models. These models will be introduced very briefly here•

2.1. Analytical models

Three -malytical models can be found in the literature up to the present time. These models

are mechanistic models for predicting the OSV point in vertical, upwards, subcooled flow boiling.

- Attention was focused in the models on the thermal and hydrodynamic conditions under which

. a bubble starts to depart from the heated surface. A force bsJance exerted on s single bubble

was set up to establish a criterion for the onset of bubble departure. The balance has three

components in vertical upflow, which are buoyancy and wall shear forces acting to detach the

bubble, and the surface tension force tending to hold it on the wall. Note that the dra_ force

was substituted for the will shear force in the model of Rogers, et al. (1987), following AI-Hayes

and Winterton (1981).

From the force balance, a dimensionless distance to the top of the bubble is calculated. It

is argued in all three models that the liquid temperature at the top of the bubble should be at

least equal to the saturation temperature when the bubble leaves. Incorporating the classical

temperature profile fro' fully-developed, single-phase, turbulent flow obtained first by MartineUi

(1947), the degree of liquid subcooling st OSV has been calculated.

These models show that the degree of liquid subcooling at OSV, ATosv, is in general ex-
i

pressed as follows:

ATosv = ATosv(q", h, pt , Pr, Ct/ , r,, , Y+) (1)



where Y+ is the dimensionless distance from the wall to the top o/'th@bubble. Levy (1967) and

"- Rogers, et al. (1987) used the Dittus-Boelter equstion in calculatln s the heat transfer coefficient,

h. However, the definition of Y+ is different from one author to another. Levy (1067) derived

from the force baJance:

z (2)Y,+=o.01s¢,D,
whileSt.sub(1968)suuestedthefollowingequ_ion:

1:+ = D.._p! ,! _ (3)
2 p!

Meanwhile, the followingequationwasderivedby Rogers,et al. (1987):

y: = (1+ (4)

These threemodeI- are very simi]ar in nsture. All usethe samemethodfor estzbllshings

criterion for the onset of bubbledepartureand a_loptthe sax_ conditionfor the temperature
p

at the bubble top. However, it b interesting to note that different bubble shapes were assumed

in the analyses from one author to another. Levy (1967) considered • full spherical bubble, but

Staub (1968) postulsted that the bubble shape st OSV would be • hemisphere. In the work of

Rogers, et al. (1987), the bubble was treated as • truncated sphere, with • contact angle s_ the

. surface equal to the equilibrium contact angle.

2.2. Empirical Correlstions

Due to the compllcak,d nature of the subcooled nucles#_ boiling phenomenon, it is often

convenient to predict OSV by means of empirical correlstiotm. Several correlations by various

investigsto_ have been produced over the pest thirty years. Seven correlations can be found in

the liter_ure up to the present time: Bowring (1962), Thorn, et al. (1965), Ahmsd (1970), Dix

(1971), Ssh• sad Zuber (1974), sekoguchi, et sl. (1974), sad Unal (197S). According to these

correlations, the degree of liquid subcooling st OSV may be expressed in terms of the following

quantities:

ATosv = ATosv (P, Dh, q', G, TI,, IIuid - proper_iea) (5)
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The earliest work, that of Bowring (1962), includes the pressure tei'm explicitly in the cor-
,,r-

relation, whereas the other correlations contain the effect of pressuxe only through the fluid

properties. The inlet temperature is included only in the Abroad correlation (1970). The corre-

l_ions o/'Bowring (1962) and Thorn, et al. (1965) were presented in dimensional form. On the

other hsod, the correlations of Ssha and Zuber (1974), Unal (1975), Ahmad (1970), Sekoguchi,

et al. (1974) and DLx(1971) were given in dimensionlesl form. Ssha sod Zuber (1974) suggested

two dimensionless pazarneters, the Stanton number sod the Nusselt number, based upon the

argument that at low mass fluxes OSV is controlled by local thermal conditions, whereas at high

mass fluxes it is hydrodynamically controlled. The remaining correlations show the rstio of the

heat flux transferred to the liquid phase to the total heat flux at OSV. Unal (1975) proposed

that this ratio has two different values for wafer, depending upon the liquid velocity. In the cor-

relation by DLx(1971), this ratio is a function of the Reynolds number. In contrast, the Ahmsd

correlation (1970) uses the local heat transfer coefficient at OSV, as in the Dittus-Boelter type

• equation.

The correlations are introduced briefly below.

• Bowring (1962)

(6)ATosv = ,7 G

sod

_/x I0e = 14.0 + 0.1 P (7)

where P is the system pressure in bars and (7, _', sad p/aze expressed in SI units.

.Them, et ,d. (1965)

¢,
= o.o2hl, (s)

. Ahm.d(1970)

¥'
ATosv= (9)

7
._,



where

- k-7" \- _ "/ \h,../ _h,../ (10)

Dix (1971)

ATosv - 0.00135qu P,.e°'sT (11)

• Saha and Zuber (1974)

q" D_ (12)Nu = - = 455 for Pe < 70 000
k/ATosv

¢,
St = = 0.0066 for Pe > 70000 (13)

GOr/ATosv

• SekoKuchi,et s]. (1974)

(14)
_Tosv = IS.5_;!

Uned (1975)

h (15) .ATosv_ = a= coastJ

where

a = 0.24 for V! > 0.45 m/.

a = 0.11 for V/< 0.45 m/=

8



3. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

A numberof experiments have been performed to study OSV or OF[ over the past decades.

In early work, experiments for relatively high pressures were carried out in connection with

evaluation of the performance of high-pressure boiler system. (Egen, et al., 1957; Bartolemei

sad Chsnturiya, 1967; Rouhani, 1968) Recently, interest in low-pressure data (P < 5 bars) has

grown in conjunction with the safety analysis of nuclear systems. The low-pressure data are

summarized in Table I. All data are for water.

Among these, the data of Whittle and Forgan (1967) and Dougherty, et al. (1990) were

obtained in a systematic way for various combinations of geometrical and operating conditions.

The data set of Whittle and Forgan (1967) encompasses the OFf data in vertical flow with

rectangular ducts of four different sizes. The aspect ratio of the channels ranges between 7.9

sad 18.2, so that the flow could be considered to be ressonably two-dimensional. The OFf data

. were determined, under various operating conditions, as a minimum point in the pressure drop-

flowrate curve for constant heat flux. At a given geometrical condition, the OFI heat flux is

presented, using the inlet temperature and the exit pressure as variables. Thus, these data can

be regardedas the OSV data. Dougherty, et al.(1990) gives OFI data for vertical downwards flow

in round tubes of six difl.erentdiameters. The OFI data were determined by a similar method as

by Whittle and Forgan (1967).

The other sets in Table 1 represent the OSV data in vertical upwards flow. All data were

obtained by means of void fraction measurement either with electrical probes or by an optical

technique. These sets include the data for c_rcular tubes (Sekoguchi, et al., 1974; Edelmaa and

Elias, 1981; Ferrell, 1964), rectangular channels (Staub, et al., 1967) and annuli (Evangelisti sad

Lupoli, 19_; Rogers, et al., 1987).

9



4. COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION

" Comparisons of analyticsJ models of Levy (1967), Stsub (1968) sad P_ogerset al. (1987)

with the iow-pressur_ data are shown in Figures 1 - 3, respectively. The legends are indicated in

Figure I and are identical for Figures I- 9. It is shown that the model ofStaub (1_68) (Figure 2)

appears to be in good agreement with the data of Dougherty et al. (1990), Whittle and Forgan

(1967), Staub et al. (1967), sad Ferrell (1964). These data reflect moderate and relatively high

heat flux conditions. The model of Levy (196?) (Figure 1) underpredicts ATosv for most of

the dats_ However, the data scatter does not appear to be significant, except for the data of

Sekoguchi et al. (1974), as shown in Figure 1. The Levy model seems to be reasonable if some

modifications could be made, because it has no preference for any particular data set. It should

be mentioned that the data of Sekoguchi et al. (1974) do not seem to be reliable because they

deviate considerably firom the values predicted by all other models and correlations, as seen in

Figures 1 - 9. In Figure 3, a _de spread of the experimental data is indicated and a substantial
r

difference between the data sad the prediction by Rogers et al (1987) can be found. The model

of Rogers et al (1987) originally aims at prediction of OSV at low velocities in upflow subcooled

nucleate boiling. The range of the liquid velocity of their concern was less than 1.0 (rem). In this

region, the buoyancy effect on the mechanism of bubble departure is thought to be important.

(Lee and Bankoff, 1902) Thhs may be the main reason of the large discrepancies between the

model o/"Rogers et ai. (1987) and the experimental daka, most of which have velocities larger

than 1.0 m/,.

The comparisons between empirical correlations and the identical data sets are shown in

Figures 4 - 9. In these comparko_, the correlation of Thorn et ai. (196,5) was excluded because

of its significant underestimates o/"ATosv. The correlations of Sahs and Zuber(1974) and Unal

(1975) generally seem to be in good agreement with the data. The Saha-Zuber correlation k very

simple and convenient, and hae been widely used in computer codes for nuclear safety analysis. q,

The Saha-guber correlation is based on Peclet number data up to 400,000. However, it was

pointed out recently by Lee sad Bankoff(1992) that the use of the correlation beyond this limit

10



may be questionable. The Bowrin$ correlation (1962) (Figure 4) tends to underpredict ATosv for

most of data whereas the Dix correlation (1971) (Figure 6) has an opposite trend. The Bowring

correlation (1962) was originally developed based on the high-pressure data ranging between 11

and 138 (bars). It includes sn empirical constant to consider the efl'ect of pressure as seen in

Equation (6). Thus, it may be said that the Bowfins correlation (1962) can not be applied to

low-pressure regions below the lower limit indicated by the author. On the other hand, the Dix

correlation (19_1) was suggested based on the R-II4 data. From the compa.-ison with the water

data here, one may note that it is not preferable to apply the correlation to fluidmediums other

than R-114, although the correlation is given in a dimensionless form. The Ahmad correlation

(1970) seems to agree well with the data of Icw ATosv. The Ahmad correlation (1970) is the

only one to include the effect of the liquid inlet enthalpy explicitly. The correlation of Sekoguchi

et al. (1974) (Figure 8) fits well with their data only.

To evaluate each model on a common basis, the standard deviation, defined b'/the following

equation, was calculated.

¢y. = -_ _",,[ATosv(measured)i - ATosv(predicted)i] 2 (16)
i-'-|

The results show that the Saha,-Zuber correlation (1974) has the lowest value of Ors,6.55

among the empirical correlations. For analytical modeb, the Levy model (1067) indicates that

_r. = 9.83, whereas the St.sub model has 10.39.

Parametric effects on OSV will be discussed from the results of comparLsonsbetween selected

model- and the data of Dougherty et al. (1900) and Whittle and Forgsn (1967). The models

selected here for companions are those of Levy (196T), Staub (1968), Rogem et al. (1987),

Bowfins (1962), Saha sad Zuber (1974), and Unal (1975). Figures 10 and 11 show comparisons

of these modek with the data of Dougherty et al. (1990). The tube diameters of the data are

0.0255 and 0.0284 (m) but the diameter was taken to be 0.027 (m), an arithmetic mean of two

diameters, in evaluating the modek. The operating pressures are 2.4 and 4.4 (bar), respectively.

All models and the data predict that ATosv,/¢ _'simply decreases as the ma_ velocity is increased.

11
t



Among these modeh, the correlations of Sgha sad Zuber (1974) sad Ua_d(197,5) are the clo6est

" ones to the data. Similar trends are indicated in Figures 12 anal3, which show the data of

Dougherty et al. (1990) for D = 0.0091(m). The effect of pressure can be inferred from Figures

10 -13. It hua tendency to increaae ATosv/q" at fixed mass velocities. This result coincides

with the Bowring correlation which is the one to consider the effect of the pressure explicitly.

Figures 14 and 15 show comparisova of the selected models with the data of Whittle and gorgaa

(1967). The prediction by the correlations of Unal (1975) sad Saha and Zuher (1974) fits well

with the data.

12
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
,,r.

The predictive modeL, for the onset of significemt void (OSV) in focced-convection subcooled

boiling have been reviewed and compared with extensive data. Analytical models of Levy (1974),

Staub (1968) and Rogers, et al. (1987) and empirical correlations of Bowring (1962), Thorn, et

al. (1965), Ahrnad (1970), Dix (1971), Saha and Zuber (1974), SekoKuchi, et al. (1974) and

Unal (1975) are included in this review. A brief introduction of each model was made. These

models and correlations were compared to the extensive data at low pressures. The results show

that the Saha,-Zuber correlation (1974) is the best one to fit with whole sets of data among the

correlation, sad the model of Levy (t967) among the anaJ_ical modek. Selected modek were

compared with the data of DouKherty et sl (1990) and Whittle and Forgan (1967) to investigate

parametric effects on OSV. Both the models and the data predicted tic:st /XTosv,/q" simply

decreases as the mass velocity is increased. Amon$ these modek, the correlations of Saha and

.' Zuber (1974) and Unal (1975) were the closest ones to the data. The pressure has a tendency to

increase/tTosv/_ at fixed mass velocities. This result coincides with the Bowring correlation

which is the one to consider the effect of the pressure explicitly.

J
13
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NOMENCLATURE

Cf,! he_ capacity (_)

D tube diameter (m)

Db bubble departure diameter (m)

D_ tube hydraulic diameter (m)

Di inner diameter (m)

D. outer diameter (m)

f friction factor

G massvelocity(_)

g acceleration due to gravity (m/s 2)

h heat transfer coefficient(m-_)

h/a latent heat of vaporization (_)

"' h_n inletfluidenthMpy (_)

. h.., liquid saturationenthslpy (_)

k! thermal conductivity (m-_)

N the number of data

Nu Nusadt number

p prmure(bar)

Pe Peelet number

Pr Praadtl number

Re Re_ number

St Staatonnumber

T! fluid temperature ('C)

Tl.in inlet fluid temperature ('C)

15
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T/,osv fluid temperature st OSV (°C)

T,=a saturation temperature (°C)

_Tosv degee of subcoolingst OSV, 7',., - T/,osv (K)

V! fluid velocity (m)

y+ dimensionless distance from the w_ll to the bubble tip

Greek Symbol=

0 contsct sng]e

p/ fluid viscosity (_)

v kinematic viscosity (-_)

p/ fluid density (hm-4)

Pm gu density (hm-_)

furl'ace tension (--_) ',

r_ w,dl shesr stress (m-_)
t
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